Analysis of structure-toxicity relationships for a series of amide herbicides using statistical methods and neural network.
Structure-toxicity relationships were studied for a set of 44 herbicides by means of principal component analysis (PCA), multiple regression analysis (MRA), and neural network (NN). The values of log LD50 (lethal dose 50, acute, oral, rat) of the studied compounds were well correlated with the descriptors encoding the chemical structures. Considering the pertinent descriptors, a correlation coefficient of 0.90 (n = 41) was obtained for the NN model with a configuration of 4-3-1 (and 0.92 (n = 41) with a configuration of 4-5-1). To evaluate the contribution of each descriptor on the activity, log LD50 was calculated by removing each descriptor a part. This approach provides the tendency of a descriptor to be favourable (or not) to the activity.